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A. CFI
B. DNS
C. LACP
D. FCoE

Answer: C

QUESTION: 124
The customer environment uses shared storage called 'SharedLUN' for their VMware hosts and
all local storage names start with 'Local'. Which hpio.properties setting will make it so the
virtual machines are deployed to the shared storage?

A. volumes.inclusion.list = "/vmfs/volumes/SharedLUN"
B. volumes.blocked.list = "/vmfs/volumes/Local"
C. volumes.exclusion.list = "/vmfs/volumes/Local*"
D. volumes.available.list = "/vmfs/volumes/Shared*"

Answer: C

QUESTION: 125
What is the maximum number of external ports on the HP Virtual Connect FlexFabric 10Gb/24
port module that can be used for 10Gb Ethernet connectivity?

A. 4
B. 8
C. 16
D. 24

Answer: B

QUESTION: 126
You want to configure automatic profile failover using Virtual Connect Enterprise Manager
(VCEM). What is the requirement for a source server?

A. The source server and spare server must be in different domain groups.
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B. The server must have a valid VCEM license.
C. The server cannot be part of any Virtual Connect domain.
D. The server must boot from FC SAN.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 127
Which method is used to deploy licenses for Insight Control server deployment software when
setting up the components for the Converged Infrastructure?

A. HP Smart Update Manager - License Activation
B. HP Systems Insight Manager - License Manager
C. HP Systems Insight Manager - Managed System Setup Wizard
D. Altiris - Deployment Solution - Product Licensing Utility

Answer: D

QUESTION: 128
A customer is confronted with major challenges affecting their aging x86 servers. A project is
started to refresh the server inventory and to push for virtualization. Nevertheless, not all the
customer's applications are suitable for virtualization. Which HP product should you
recommend to help the customer move to new ProLiant platforms in the shortest possible
timeframe, based on the project goals?

A. HP Infrastructure Orchestration
B. HP Operations
C. HP Insight Control
D. HP Server Automation

Answer: C

QUESTION: 129
When configuring DNS for an Insight Control managed environment, which zone creations
should you select?

A. Configure root hint only
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B. Create a root forward lookup zone
C. Create a forward lookup zone
D. Create a forward and reverse lookup zone

Answer: D

QUESTION: 130
A second department in a customer site wants to use the existing templates for provisioning,
but they are not able to instantiate the templates when they log in to the Self Service Portal.
Which resource pool needs to be adjusted to allow them to request the same services?

A. deployment pool
B. server pool
C. user pool
D. software pool

Answer: B

QUESTION: 131
Which tool is appropriate to use to forecast workload memory utilization for future
provisioning?

A. HP Software Operations Orchestration
B. HP Matrix OE Capacity Planning
C. HP Insight Installation Advisor
D. HP System Management Home Page

Answer: B

QUESTION: 132
A current multi-enclosure Virtual Connect (VC) domain contains four BladeSystem enclosures
cabled together for a single VC domain. An additional BladeSystem enclosure needs to be
added to the environment.What will provide an optimized and fault tolerant configuration with
room for future expansion?
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A. adding the additional BladeSystem enclosure to the current VC domain and configuring in
Virtual Connect Manager
B. creating a secondary VC domain with the new BladeSystem enclosure and configuring in
Virtual Connect SmartStart Manager
C. splitting the current VC domain into two separate VC domains and adding the new
BladeSystem enclosure into one of the newly created VC domains
D. adding the additional BladeSystem enclosure to the current VC domain and upgrading to
Virtual Connect Enterprise Manager to manage more enclosures in the domain

Answer: C

QUESTION: 133
You add new server blades to chassis managed by Matrix OE. What can you use to perform
initial deployment of VMware hypervisor hosts?

A. IO templates
B. IO servers
C. Insight Control deployment jobs
D. VMware vCenter templates

Answer: C
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